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Fort Polk goes HPCON Charlie
Below: Spc. Balance and Cpl. Pina conduct preventive maintenance checks and services on their patrol vehicle before starting
shift. Military policemen are mission essential to installation
operations as their checks at the post’s gates are the first line of
defense and provide heightened security. For HPCON Charlie
guidelines see page 3 of today’s Guardian.
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Above left: A Bayne-Jones Army Community Hospital Soldier
serves a patient at the drive-thru pharmacy. For patients who
only have to pick up medications, this reduces personnel traffic
in and out of the hospital mitigating the risk for potential
COVID-19 transmittance.
Left: BJACH’s drive-thru screening for COVID-19 serves to keep
those who might be infected with the virus separate from
healthy Soldiers, Family members and retirees.
In addition to MPs, medical personnel are also vital mission essential members of the Fort Polk team.
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Vi e w p o i n t
In our view

Guardian staff asked the Fort Polk community,
“What do you like most and least about telework?”
Here are their responses:
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Brig. Gen. Patrick D. Frank
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and Fort Polk commanding general

Col. Ryan K. Roseberry
Garrison commander

Kim Reischling
Public affairs officer

Chuck Cannon

Command information officer

Stacey Delgado, Employment Readiness program
manager, Army Community Service: “What I like
most is that I can be with
my fur babies all day. The
thing I really dislike is that I
am an extrovert and I like
talking to people, This is
going to be a challenge unless people start calling
me. My office line (337-5316922) is transfered and I'm
available Monday - Friday
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Maj. John Ferrell, executive officer,
519 Military Police Battalion: "My favorite part about telework is that I finally have an office with a view, but
with a wife and six kids, I'm by far the
lowest ranking person in my home
office." "

Angie Thorne
T.C. Bradford
Keith Houin

Jonathan Hirsch, administrative law attorney, Office
of the Staff Judge Advocate: "What I like most is the
short commute and the ability to focus on my work without interruptions works well
for me. What I like least is
the lack of interaction with
my coworkers and increased
communication difficulties."

Cleophus Graves, patrol branch
Chief, Directorate of Emergency
Services: "The best part of teleworking is having my four legged coworker here with me, however, with my
son out of school and wife teleworking also, I've been banished to my
camper for a quiet and private place
to work."

Shelby Waryas, chief,
Marketing and Special
Events, DFMWR: "I love
my new staff meetings and
coworkers, but what I miss
most is my garrison teammates and doing awesome
Movie Nights and other
MWR events for Soldiers
and Families!"
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Nicolas Batista, JRTC G3 Plans Officer: "I enjoy the calmness and comfort, wearing what I want and espresso anytime, but the things I like least
are the lack of access to the X drive
and a fear of the wife's "honey do
list."

Julie Fitzgerald, human resource specialist, (labor
management employee relations), Civilian Personnel
Assistance Center ( CPAC) :
"I think the thing I like most
about telework is that I don’t
have to commute, so I can
use less fuel and energy.
There’s less electricity used
by the government. I have an
hour and a half more time in
the day. I think the thing I like
least is that I miss my
coworkers."
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NewScope
Briefs
HPCON C guidelines

CHUCK CANNON / GUARDIAN

The Army has raised the Health Protection Condition level to Charlie with additional HPCON Delta measures across all
installations to align with the National
Capital Regionto maintain operational
readiness and protect the force.
Under HPCON Charlie installations will
limit access to essential personnel and limit
the numbers of access points. Unit personnel are expected to follow all social distancing guidance to continue protecting ther
force. HPCON Delta, Soldiers are expected
to remain at home for extended periods of
time as movement in the community may
be restricted.
For the Soldiers, civilians, retirees and
Family members who call Fort Polk home
the following applies:
• Commanders have been directed to be
in a mission essential personnel posture, to
include the following: Commanders, senior
enlisted leaders, critical staff members, platoon sergeants and squad leaders. Other
individuals include medical personnel, logisticians, clean teams (on recall), MPs and
Directorate of Emergency Services officers
and aviators.
The commanding general expects three
contact points per day per Soldier. One
contact point must be face-to-face. The other two may be done via text, telephone or
facetime.
• Soldier will continue to do daily physical training.
• The Louisiana governor’s stay-athome order remains in force. Social distancing should be maintained and individuals should only leave home for essential
needs.
• Drive through screening (9 a.m.-3
p.m.) and drive through pharmacy (8 a.m.4:30 p.m.) will continue.
• The school lunch program has been
discontinued. Schools plan to reopen April
20.
• Individuals are being quarantined to
reduce the spread of COVID-19 and allow
time to get tests back.
• Always call first before entering a
health facility.
• More than half of the garrison is teleworking to help in preventing the spread
of COVID-19.
• The tax center is closed as taxes are no
longer due April 15. The new due date is
tentatively scheduled for July.
• Access control points will continue on
the current schedule.
As on noon March 26 there were 2,305
cases of COVID-19 reported in Louisiana,
with 83 deaths. The majority of the cases
continue to be centered near New Orleans,
Baton Rouge and Shreveport.

Brig. Gen. Patrick D. Frank, commander, Joint Readiness Training Center and Fort Polk,
passes the installation’s colors to incoming JRTC and Fort Polk Command Sgt. Maj.
Michael Henry as outgoing Command Sgt. Maj. David Bass looks on during a change of
responsibility ceremony March 20 at Fort Polk’s Warrior Center.

Henry takes reins as Fort Polk’s top NCO
By CHUCK CANNON
Command information officer

FORT POLK, La. — The Joint Readiness Training Center and Fort Polk bid farewell to Command Sgt. Maj. David Bass and welcomed Command Sgt. Maj. Michael Henry during a change
of responsibility ceremony March 20 in the Warrior Community Center.
Brig. Gen. Patrick D. Frank, commander, JRTC
and Fort Polk, was guest speaker for the ceremony, which was limited to the Families of the Soldiers being recognized due to concerns over the
COVID-19 virus. The event was live-streamed on
the installation Facebook page.
Frank thanked Bass for his service and welcomed Henry to the JRTC and Fort Polk Family.
After Frank’s remarks, Bass took the podium and

thanked those who made his assignment a success, including Family, friends and fellow Soldiers. As he spoke about his battle buddy and
commander, Bass said Frank did three things
NCOs need from the officer corps to be successful.
“He trusted me, he empowered me, and the
one thing that really changes the dynamic — that
many will never admit to because it sometimes
doesn’t feel good — is he held me accountable,”
Bass said. “Thank you, sir, for your leadership
and your unwavering and relentless love for Soldiers and Families.”
Bass reminded those listening that when he
was chosen as JRTC and Fort command sergeant
major, he told everyone he did not come to the

Please see CoR, page 6
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A rmy n e w s
Soldiers can now apply for AER assistance electronically
By DEVON SUITS
Army News Service

ARMY NEWS SERVICE

WASHINGTON — The Army Emergency Relief program has implemented changes to assist
Soldiers and Families impacted by the spread of
COVID-19.
The new guidelines ensure Soldiers and Families can process assistance applications on time,
while under quarantine or observing limited
face-to-face interaction, said retired Command
Sgt. Maj. Charles Durr Jr., chief of assistance.
Soldiers and Families must first inform their
chain of command of their current financial
hardship. They will then need to fill out an AER
application and supporting documentation and
route it up to their chain of command for approval.
Any documents containing personally identifiable information must be transmitted securely,
officials said. Soldiers and Families can request a
SERV-U link from an AER officer to safely transfer their application, or use the Department of
Defense Safe website (https://safe.apps.mil/).
The electronic request for assistance must include:
• AER Form 101, Application for Financial Assistance
• AER Form 57, AER Budget Planning Sheet
• AER Form 575, AER Electronic Funds Transfer Authorization
• Supporting documents validating financial
need
Once a Soldier’s chain of command has approved an application, it must be sent to an AER
official for final review.
“The AER special assistance application processing guidelines have been well received by
unit leadership,” Durr said.
Unit leadership has “been effectively processing assistance cases electronically via secure portal transmission, and Headquarters AER has
been electronically depositing funds into Soldier's bank accounts successfully,” he added.
As of March 20, AER has processed 14 cases
totaling more than $15,000, Durr said.
Out of the total number, four cases supported
personnel under quarantine, five provided financial assistance due to loss of pay, and five aided
personnel impacted by the recent travel ban.

“After 34-years of service, I have seen the benefits of the AER program to our Soldiers,” said
Army Vice Chief Staff Gen. Joseph M. Martin. “I
encourage leaders to educate themselves about
the program and join the campaign by sharing
what they learned about the benefits of AER and
invite their Soldiers to voluntarily join the legacy
of Soldiers helping Soldiers.”
Travel ban, PCS stop movement
Soldiers impacted by the recent Department of
Defense stop movement order — which has halted the majority of permanent change-of-station
moves — can also request AER financial assistance.
Some Soldiers and Families have already
shipped their household goods and vehicles, but
the travel ban is preventing them from accessing
their next duty location, Durr said.
AER can help fund the basic necessities Soldiers and families will need to get through this
challenging time, he added.
Soldiers who aren’t under any travel restrictions can visit their closest AER office for sup-

port. Those who cannot visit should follow the
same steps to submit an electronic request for assistance. On Fort Polk call 531-1957/1958.
Non-Title 10 Reserve, Guard
To provide support to Soldiers impacted by
COVID-19, AER will allow non-Title 10 National
Guard and Army Reserve Soldiers affected by
the virus or travel ban to request assistance, officials said.
Applicants will be considered on a case-bycase basis, for extreme hardship.
Under normal conditions, active-duty Soldiers
and their dependents, along with Reserve and
Guard Soldiers activated on Title 10 orders for
more than 30 days and their dependents, are
qualified for AER assistance, officials said.
Non-Title 10 personnel must securely transmit
their AER request and supporting documentation to a field grade officer or command sergeant
major within their chain of command. The Soldier must then send the application to AER headquarters at assistance@aerhq.org for final approval.

Army provides medical facilities to support COVID-19 efforts
U.S. ARMY PUBLIC AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON — As more people are exposed to COVID-19, the Army is preparing to
provide medical support and hospital capacity to
help states and other national agencies contain
the virus and protect the nation.
Moving on the orders of Secretary of the Army
Ryan McCarthy, the Army recently issued deployment orders to the 531st Hospital from Fort
Campbell, Kentucky, the 627th Hospital from
Fort Carson, Colorado, and the 9th Hospital from
Fort Hood, Texas, to deploy to New York and
Washington state.
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“Army health care professionals are adequately equipped with first-rate training, equipment
and technology in order to deal with emergent
health issues,” McCarthy said. “Protecting the
health of the force and the American people are
our top priorities.”
Army hospitals are expeditionary facilities
with full hospital capability. Each hospital has intensive-care-unit beds and intermediate-care
beds. In addition, Army hospitals have operating
rooms, an emergency department, X-ray facilities
and pharmacy.
Although they are designed to serve as trauma
hospitals, they have the capability to function as

full-service hospitals for every patient type.
Army hospital staffs can provide routine and
emergency medical support to community medical staffs, allowing them to focus their resources
and efforts on detecting and treating patients believed to have been exposed to COVID-19.
This response is part of the whole-of-nation
approach to fighting COVID-19. The Army is
working with interagency partners — including
the Federal Emergency Management Agency, the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the
Department of Defense Military Health System
and others — to support and protect the military
force and the American people.

Telework: Fort Polk employees stay-home, stay healthy
By JEAN CLAVETTE GRAVES
Public Affairs Specialist

FORT POLK, La. – COVID-19 has forced
me to get out of my comfort zone as a public
affairs specialist.
Normally I’m focused on community relations, coordinating Soldier support for offpost events or activities and conducting tours
for organizations interested in learning more
about the U.S. Army and the Joint Readiness
Training Center and Fort Polk mission. With
all community activities cancelled or postponed, I’ve been teleworking, taking photos,
interviewing Soldiers and Family members
for Polk People (see page 2) and learning
about different aspects of my career field in
public affairs.
As an extreme extrovert, I’ve learned that I
miss community engagements and meeting
face-to-face with people in the surrounding
towns and parishes.
I prefer to be surrounded by people than
being alone in my office. But I encourage
everyone to stay safe, healthy and distance
themselves, so we can get back to normal
sooner rather than later.
As state and local governments across the
country begin stay-at-home orders for non
mission essential personnel, more and more
people are taking advantage of telework opportunities in order to stay productive and
safe during the COVID-19 pandemic.
The Office of Personnel management has
encouraged agencies across the federal government to accommodate telework for employees wherever possible. Fort Polk has taken this seriously.
Agencies across the installation have implanted telework schedules for their employees to help accommodate social distancing,
adhere to government
guidance to stay home
and promote the health
and safety of the work
force.
What is telework?
According to the Telework Enhancement
Act of 2010, telework is an arrangement that
allows an employee to perform work, during
any part of regular, paid hours, at an approved alternative worksite.
It is an important tool for achieving a resilient and results-oriented workforce. At its
core, telework is people doing their work at
locations different from where they would
normally be doing it. This makes sense when
you consider “tele” comes from the Greek
word meaning “from a distance” — when
combined with work it means work from a
distance.
In preparation for telework, civilian employees and Soldiers took telework training,
established a telework schedule, created a
telework agreement with their supervisors
and coordinated with the information technology department to ensure they had the technical capability to work from home.
Some employees are solely teleworking
during the current public health emergency

and some are working from home on certain
days based on their organizational mission
and requirements.
OPM has established telework.gov as the
official website for the federal government’s
telework program. This site has tools, training
and a frequently asked questions section to assist.
Contractors and other personnel should
visit their company’s’ website and talk to their
supervisor to determine if telework is authorized, approved and appropriate for their current position.
The outbreak of COVID-19 has more and
more people working from home, PC Magazine recently published 20 tips for working
from home. Here are a few of them and how
they apply to Fort Polk personnel:
• Maintain regular hours and create a
morning routine: Get up, get dressed and get
to work during the same hours you would if
you were going into the office to work.
• While working in pajamas, bathrobe and
slippers may sound appealing, it may be a
bad strategy for a productive work day. Continue a normal morning routine, exercise,
shower, have coffee and prepare for the day as
if you were heading to the office.
• Set ground rules with people in your
space: With Louisiana’s schools shut down
and a stay-at-home order in place, this is especially important.
• Find a place with limited distractions to
conduct your duties. If there are two adults
teleworking with children in the home, adjust
your schedules and divide the child rearing
and domestic responsibilities. One adult could
work the day and one the swing shift.
• Schedule breaks and take them in their
entirety: Take a lunch break and periodic
breaks throughout
the day. For most
employees on Fort
Polk, a 30-minute
lunch break with
two 15-minute
breaks is the norm — take those breaks.
• Don’t short change yourself; step away
from your work space and the computer
screen for the full duration of your break.
Walk your dog, get some fresh air, stretch, do
yoga, empty your dishwasher, just do something non-work related during your break.
• Keep a dedicated office space: In a perfect
world everyone will have a home office, but
in reality that may not be the case. If the
kitchen table is your telework location, make
sure your Family understands that while you
are there with your laptop plugged in it is
your office and to respect your space.
• Use a virtual private network: Use a VPN
to connect to your official network. Most civilian employees had VPN established through
the network enterprise system ahead of the
COVID-19 crisis knowing working from home
might become a reality.
• Socialize with colleagues: Loneliness, disconnectedness and isolation are common
problems for remote work life, especially for
extroverts. Email, text, call and instant message your work friends and colleagues to stay

Commentary

Jean Clavette Graves
connected and less isolated.
• Look for training opportunities: There are
a lot of training opportunities for Soldiers and
civilian employees. Some are mandatory and
some optional.
• During the normal duty day schedules
and priorities can become so packed these
training opportunities are often neglected.
• While working from home without the
normal distractions associated with the office,
employees have the perfect opportunity to
catch up on mandatory training and get ahead
on professional development opportunities.
• Over communicate: Keep your boss and
everyone who needs to know informed about
your schedule and availability often.
• When you finish a project or an important task say so. Anyone who has worked for
the Army knows what a situational report or
SITREP is — do one regularly so your supervisor knows what you are doing.
• Take advantage of the perks: Without
commute times, telework employees have
more time to do tasks at home they may not
normally have time for.
• Make more homemade meals, do a load
of laundry during your breaks, finish weekend chores throughout the week to allow
yourself more time on the weekends to do
what you really enjoy.
• End your day with a routine: Just as you
started the day with a routine, end it with one.
Shut down your computer and set clear
boundaries for yourself that the work day is
complete.
Working from home is the best way to continue to be productive in support of the JRTC
and Fort Polk mission while adhering to social
distancing measures and stay-at-home guidance.
By implementing a telework schedule
across the installation, civilian employees,
contractors and non-essential personnel will
help keep our community healthy and support readiness for active duty personnel stationed here.
Guardian
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Frank welcomes Henry, bids adieu to battle buddy Bass
By Brig. Gen. PATRICK D. FRANK
Commander, JRTC and Fort Polk

FORT POLK, La. — All the Way.
Good morning to two exceptional
Army Families — the Basses and
the Henrys. Despite not having a
traditional change of responsibility
ceremony and being surrounded by
Family, friends, and hundreds of
Soldiers and leaders — know that
the entire Joint Readiness Training
Center and Fort Polk team is watching this ceremony online right now
as we say
farewell to CSM
and Misty Bass
and welcome to
CSM and
Heather Henry.
Sergeant Major of the Army (retired) Gates, on-line our local Mayors — Mayors Allen, Lewing,
Hardy, Standifer and Clanton —
thank you for the friendship you
have built with the Basses and for
the warm welcome that you have
provided to the Henrys. To our
commanders and command sergeants major, we appreciate you observing this time honored Army tradition of the change of responsibility between two experienced, combat tested senior noncommissioned
officers — CSM Bass and CSM Henry.
CSM Bass has been stationed at
JRTC and Fort Polk for just over 4years; first as the Operations Group
CSM — focused on building collec-

Commentary

Battle buddies reminisce
did not always appreciate that, but
the BCT recognized the lessons
learned they had been provided by
CSM Bass — and our Army enhances its combat readiness.
Leaders across the Army are in
dialogue on the optimal position to
assign CSM Bass; his four years at
JRTC and Fort Polk are a doctorate
in Warfighting — the Army will
leverage your exceptional skill sets
in a position of increased responsibility. CSM it was our honor to
serve alongside of you — All the
Way!
CSM Henry and his spouse
Heather are here from the Sergeant
Major’s Academy at Fort Bliss,
Texas, where CSM Henry had the
relentless position as the deputy
commandant of the Academy.
Heather and CSM Henry have two
grown and successful children —
James and Sarah. Heather is a selfemployed home based business
owner. Welcome Heather — your
example has already inspired
spouses to seize opportunity and establish a home based business.
As an Infantryman, CSM Henry
has served in outstanding formations — from the 82nd Airborne Division, to the 75th Ranger Regiment,
to the 10th Mountain Division and
the 173rd Airborne Brigade, he has

multiple combat tours and is the
warfighter that will seize upon the
motto “Forging the Warrior Spirit.”
CSM Henry excelled at the Sergeants Major Academy in refining
the organizational structure of that
historic institution — he will provide us with the same critical eye
and professional architect’s vision
as Fort Polk expands on the Quality
of Life initiative; this program has
the potential to dramatically reshape the Soldier and Army Family
perceptions of life at Fort Polk —
CSM Henry is the right senior NCO
leader to join the team during this
monumental effort. Heather and
CSM, welcome to JRTC and Fort
Polk — the entire team that is
watching on-line is excited to meet
you, learn from you, and serve with
you.
To the Soldiers, Army Families,
DA Civilians and Contractors at
JRTC and Fort Polk, today you have
witnessed a unique change of responsibility — an on-line ceremony
— the enduring aspect of this Army
tradition is the dynamic strength
and professionalism of the U.S.
Army Noncommissioned Officer
Corps represented in these two outstanding command sergeants major.
All the way!
Forging the Warrior Spirit!

CoR

Continued from page 3
position to make friends.
“As we depart for whatever the Army has
next, I still have no friends: Misty and I just
have more Family.
“If you are a Soldier, then go to that school I
promised not to talk about (Ranger School). Remember, I love you and do not hesitate to call
me if you need me.”
Henry was next to speak and after thanking
his Family and those who selected him for his
position, he said he looked forward to his role
in enabling FORSCOM units to build readiness
in support of global missions, while at the same
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time facilitating a high quality of life for Soldiers and Families.
“Know that I am committed to the men and
women of this command and their Families
every day, giving you my best,” Henry said. “I
will effectively translate guidance and priorities
from our headquarters and higher headquarters to our formations.
Henry said he would provide recommendations to Frank while making a concentrated effort to communicate, collaborate and coordinate with major subordinate commands
through their commanders, command ser-

geants majors, sergeant major, the JRTC and
Fort Polk staff and the installation’s Families.
“I ask that we strive to be leaders of character, lead by example, have moral courage, take
initiative in the absence of orders, care for our
Soldiers and their Families, build readiness,
face challenges with confidence, and do the
right things at the right time for the right reasons, regardless of the consequences,” he said.
Editor’s note: For the comments of Brig. Gen.
Patrick D. Frank, commander, JRTC and Fort
Polk, made during the change of responsibility
ceremony, see the commentary on this page.

CHUCK CANNON / GUARDIAN

Editor’s note: What follows are
the remarks made by Brig. Gen.
Patrick D. Frank, commander, Joint
Readiness Training Center and Fort
Polk, at the change of responsibility
ceremony March 20 for outgoing
Command Sgt. Maj. David Bass and
incoming Command Sgt. Maj.
Michael Henry. The ceremony was
streamed live on Facebook to maintain social distancing during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

tive readiness for our Army’s Infantry Brigade Combat Teams in the
JRTC Box; to be followed by just
over 2 years of service as the Installation CSM. The Basses are well
known across the Fort Polk as
“Team Bass” — that includes Misty
and the five Bass children: Dillon,
Daisy, Demi, Drew and Dawson.
Misty, thank you for all that you
have done for Soldiers and our
Families — in your job within the
Vernon Parish School District, you
have assisted the children of our
Army Families in developing reading comprehension skills.
CSM Bass is legendary for his
one-liner “Go to Ranger School.”
First, it is excellent advice; secondly
it reflects CSM Bass’two areas of focus — leader development and
building Army readiness.
CSM Bass took the essence of being an Observer Coach Trainer in
the Box and applied this method to
his development of junior leaders
across Fort Polk.
From the
newest corporals in 3/10
MTN, to the
sergeants on a
bulldozer in
46th EN, to an MP Platoon Sergeant
on the SWB Mission, to a Squad
Leader establishing the 32 HC Field
Hospital in the Box, or the SGT crew
chief on our famous Cajun Dustoff
MEDEVAC company, CSM Bass
mentored the next generation of
Army leaders through his personal
daily Blue Book example of the noncommissioned officer leader.
CSM Bass built readiness for our
Army through his professional
coaching of BCT in the Box — from
the Brigade CSM to Team Leaders
— he shared his years of experience
in a manner that created positive
momentum for the unit and the
leader that he was engaging; this
type of success leads to victories on
the JRTC battlefield — Geronimo

Isolation, quarantine orders explained by SJA
By Maj. NORBERTO O. DALUZ
OSJA

FORT POLK, La. — Brig. Gen. Patrick D.
Frank, commander, Joint Readiness Training
Center and Fort Polk, has signed a number of orders authorizing subordinate commanders to restrict the movement of individuals on Fort Polk
in order to “flatten the curve” of the Coronavirus
on the installation. These orders, which were effective March 19, cover three specific categories:
Servicemembers, civilians living on the installation and civilians affiliated with the installation
but living off the installation.
Commanders at all levels, supervisors of civilian personnel, or medical personnel, such as
those working at Fort Polk’s screening site, clinic
or hospital, will determine if a person has come
into contact with someone who is presumptive
positive or has been to a location believed to be
at a heightened risk for COVID-19. If that authority determines the risk of the individual spreading COVID-19 to others on the installation is
present, that authority is empowered to order the
individual into quarantine or bar that person
from post for 14 days.
An additional set of orders, signed on March
23, gives these same authorities the power to isolate service members (regardless of location of
residence) or civilians residing on the installation
who have tested positive for COVID-19. A third
order allows a commander, supervisor or medical personnel to bar civilians that live off-post
who have tested positive for COVID-19.
Unique to this second set of orders is the authority to order service members or civilians residing on the installation to isolate at a particular
location as determined by the commander. This
provision is necessary for those patients who test
positive, show symptoms and, in the opinion of
medical providers, represent a threat to themselves or the community if not isolated in a designated facility. Additionally, only the commanding general or his designee can release an individual from isolation.
All orders contain a notice that a failure to
obey the quarantine, isolation or temporary ban
order is punishable either under the Uniform
Code of Military Justice; Title 18, United States
Code (USC), section 1382 (trespass); /or Title 42,
USC section 271 (breach of quarantine).
Below is a quick question and answer for Soldiers and civilians to better understand the left
and right limits of the quarantine and temporary
ban orders currently in effect.
Q. Is it true that the commanding general issued three separate memos that cover quarantine? What are the differences?
A. On March 19, the commanding general, in
consultation with the Staff Judge Advocate),
signed three orders granting commanders on
Fort Polk authority to quarantine individuals
(Soldiers, dependents or civilians) residing on
Fort Polk or temporarily ban individuals who reside off-post. Memorandum No. 1 applies to Fort
Polk Soldiers. The order specifically notes that
the order is punitive under Article 84, UCMJ. The
order also contains guidance for Soldiers who are
quarantined and require medical attention.
Memorandum No. 2 applies to civilians who
live on Fort Polk (such as civilians who work on
Fort Polk, retirees living on Fort Polk, or Soldier
dependents). Memorandum No. 3 applies to
civilians who work on Fort Polk but live off-post.

If issued, this order temporarily bans a civilian
from Fort Polk for 14 days because they are presumptive positive, suspected of having traveled
to a location where COVID-19 is present, or may
have come into contact with someone who tested
positive for COVID-19. Contained in the order is
language that directs the civilian to temporarily
quarantine him or herself. When a commander
quarantines a Soldier, dependent or civilian living on-post or temporarily bans a civilian living
off-post, the commander is doing so under the
commanding general’s inherent authority to protect the force and defend the installation from
threats, including those of a biological nature.
Q. Can my husband’s commander order my
Soldier, me or our Family into quarantine or isolation?
A. Yes: When a unit commander identifies
someone suspected of having come into contact
with someone who is presumptive positive for
COVID-19 or who has traveled to a location such
as Korea, Italy, New Orleans, Houston, Seattle,
New York) with COVID-19 cases, or is exhibiting
symptoms consistent with COVID-19, that commander has the authority to order the individual
into quarantine. If the individual has tested positive for COVID-19, the commander will order the
Soldier or civilian into isolation. This applies to
dependents who reside on-post or a civilian who
may not be a dependent but resides on Fort Polk.
In the case of a civilian living off-post, the commander has the authority to temporarily bar
them from post for 14 days using the temporary
ban order. Only the commanding general or his
designee has the authority to release someone
from isolation.
Q. How do these quarantine orders work?
How does a commander place someone at Fort
Polk into quarantine?
A. When a commander, based on experience,
judgment, intuition or medical advice, believes
there is risk that an individual may spread
COVID-19, the commander must take action. In
making the decision to quarantine or temporarily
ban an individual, the commander will make a
risk assessment balancing the welfare of the community against the rights of the individual(s)
concerned. The intent behind the quarantine orders is to protect the Fort Polk community from
infection by temporarily taking out of circulation
individuals who may be carriers of the virus be-

cause they have: Come into contact with infected
individuals; traveled to areas with known cases
of COVID-19 (such as South Korea, Italy, New
York.); or may be exhibiting symptoms of
COVID-19 (such as dry cough, fever over 100.4,
lethargy, breathlessness, difficulty breathing) but
have not been officially diagnosed by a medical
provider.
Q. What happens if I am a civilian, but not a
dependent, who lives on Fort Polk?
A. A commander is granted the same authority
to quarantine a civilian who is not a dependent
but lives on Fort Polk. The commander will employ the same analysis from the previous question. However, the notification memo quarantining a civilian will be slightly different since civilians, as a general rule, aren’t prosecuted under
the Uniform Code of Military Justice. Nonetheless, there will be serious repercussions for any
civilian who resides on Fort Polk who breaks or
attempts to break quarantine up to and including
being permanently banned from living on or accessing Fort Polk. Additionally, violating this
lawful regulation may constitute a Federal criminal misdemeanor offense under 18 USC 1382.
Q. What steps, beyond what was already discussed, will a commander take when issuing a
quarantine order?
A. The commander must annotate the name of
the person to be quarantined or temporarily
banned at the top of the memorandum after the
“Memorandum for” section. Next, the individual
being quarantined will acknowledge that they
have read and understand the order at the bottom of page two. The commander will provide
the memorandum to the individual and explain
that he or she is quarantined for 14 days and any
breach of quarantine subjects them to punishment under the UCMJ or punishment under 18
USC 1382. Preferably, the individual will acknowledge the memorandum in person, but if
unable to complete a written acknowledgment,
then a verbal acknowledgment of the order with
a witness will suffice. If the latter option is chosen, the commander will draft a memorandum
for record documenting the conversation.
Q. Which commanders are authorized to issue
the CG’s quarantine order?
A. Any unit commander may order a subordi-

Please see Orders, page 8
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COVID-19: Fort Polk’s Warrior Operations Center responds
By MATTHEW J. WEST
Warrior Operations Center

WARRIOR OPERATIONS CENTER

FORTPOLK,La.—BeginninginearlyMarch,
theCOVID-19threatwasrealizedthroughoutthe
United States. As Fort Polk is situated in the
southwest portion of Louisiana, the installation
began to track cases or presumptive cases
nearby. 
Formostemergenciesthatemergeinthisarea,
thegeneralpublichasnovisibilityaboutwhatis
happening behind the scenes: The men and
womenthatworkintheInstallationWarriorOperationsCenter(WOC)areworkingeverydayto
produceplans,ordersandtracktheseincidents. 
COVID-19 is no exception. The Directorate of
Plans, Training, Mobilization and Security
(DPTMS), led by Mark Leslie, and his chief of
Plans and Operations, Dave Dancer, as well as
the current operations team from the assistant
Chief of Staff, G-3, have been working 16-plus
hoursadayforthepasttwoweeks. TheChiefof
Operations for DPTMS, William “Dusty” Andrewsandhisbattlecaptains,watchofficersand
staff have maintained situational awareness of
not only Fort Polk, but also regional areas to includeLouisiana,EastTexasandMississippi.
During this extremely trying time, there is
panicanduncertaintythroughoutthepublic. You
willfindnopanicintheWOC. Youhaveprofessionalsthatareworkingdaily,ensuringthepublic is kept informed, providing the commanding
general’s guidance and the chain of command
with the most up-to-date information, so they
canmakeinformeddecisions. 
Some of these unsung heroes are the G-3
Readiness Officer Steve Mudd; G-3 Deployment
Officer Bill Gilliam; and G-3 Operations Officer
Jeff Lawson. These individuals are working six
daysaweektoproviderelevantinformationand
updatethecommandasquicklyasinformationis
received. 
FromtheDPTMSside,JeffQuickandJeanDubiel lead a team of watch officers that manage
day-to-day required information, and provide

Fort Polk’s Warrior Operations Center team works diligently through the COVID-19 emergency.
higher headquarters with up–to-date informationalrequirements. 
Clint Gilder, Eric Goody, Jaqueline Daniels,
MasterSgt.DamionPatterson,andSgt.1stClass
WilbertWilliamsserveasthe24-hourwatchofficers that are the hub of information that goes in
andoutofFortPolk. 
Again, most of the personnel assigned, living

or working on Fort Polk don’t know these outstandingpeopleareworkingheredayinandday
out.
So,onthenextemergency,whenyouareworried about a tornado, hurricane or like now, a
pandemic, remember: You have a group of professionalsthatareworkinghardtogetthroughit
andmakeeveryoneelse’slifealittlebiteasier.

should you attempt to enter the installation or
are pulled over by a military police patrol for a
trafficinfraction.
Q. IjustheardofafellowSoldierwhohasbroken quarantine, now what? What if a Soldier
breaksisolation?
A. Effective March 22, the CG has reserved
authority to take administrative or military justicedisciplinaryactiononallviolationsororders
to restrict movement, quarantine, or isolate issued in connection with the current response to
theoutbreakofCOVID-19.
The reservation will remain in effect until revoked.All suspected violations will be reported
throughthechainofcommandtotheCGandthe
SJAwithin2hoursofdiscovery.
Q. ASoldierjustadmittedtobreakingquarantine because he just had to get out of the barracks?What’stheworstthatcanhappentohim?
A. PriortoJan.1,breakingamedicalquarantinewasproscribedinArticle134,UCMJ.Under
theMilitaryJusticeActof2016,breakingamedical quarantine was moved under Article 84,
UCMJ, to place it near other “place of duty” of-

fensesintheUCMJandestablishedtheoffenseas
itsownpunitivearticle.
The maximum punishment for someone who
hasbrokenamedicalquarantineis:
•Ifthebreachofmedicalquarantineinvolves
a quarantinable communicable disease, then the
maximum punishment is reduction to E-1, total
forfeiture of all pay and allowances, one year
confinementandadishonorabledischarge.
• In all other cases involving a breach, the
maximumpunishmentisreductiontoE-1,forfeitureoftwo-thirdspaypermonthforsixmonths,
six months confinement, and a bad conduct discharge.
Bottom Line: Every Soldier and civilian assignedtoFortPolkmustdohisorherparttoensureadherencetotheCentersforDiseaseControl
guidelinesandCG’sdirectivestoensurethesafetyandhealthoftheforceandcommunity.
Thisarticleisnotdesignedtoserveasasubstituteforlegaladvice,buttoprovideclarityonexisting quarantine and temporary ban orders for
SoldiersandciviliansassignedtotheJointReadinessCenterandFortPolk.

Orders
Continued from page 7

A. Anyunitcommandermayorderasubordinateorhisfamilyintoquarantineortemporarily
ban a civilian who does not live on Fort Polk
fromtheinstallation.
Because of the number of Soldiers and civiliansresidingonFortPolk,theCGdoesnothave
the capability to personally serve every individualdirectedintoquarantineortemporarilybana
civilian residing off-post. The CG has delegated
thatauthoritytoFortPolkcommandersatevery
echelon.
Q. Does the commander have any other obligations?
A. Once a commander has directed someone
into quarantine or temporarily banned them
from Fort Polk, presented the order to the individual concerned, and the individual has acknowledgedtheorderverballyorinwriting,the
commander must notify the installation operationscenterbyemail.
The operations center will inform the Department of Emergency Services and DES will temporarilyaddtheindividual’snametotheinstallation bar registry which will flag your ID card
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Full night’s sleep could be best defense against COVID-19
By SAMIR DESHPANDE
Health.mil

WASHINGTON — Amidst growing concern
about COVID-19 infection, health officials have
provided several recommendations to help individuals protect themselves and their Families
from infection, including washing hands regularly and maintaining a distance of at least 6 feet
from anyone who is coughing or sneezing. Fortunately, a growing body of evidence suggests that
an additional lifestyle modification could also
dramatically improve your odds of avoiding infection — getting more sleep.
It has long been known that sleep is important
for military performance. The Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research has conducted sleep studies
since the 1950s, showing that sleep loss negatively affects emotional regulation, judgment, cognitive performance, learning and memory, psychological resilience and reaction time — each of
which could be critical for success in multi-domain operational environments — and almost all
other environments as well, from the athletic
field to the classroom to the boardroom. This is
why elite athletes make sure they obtain 8-10
hours of sleep per night: To acquire that extra
“edge” that can make the difference between success and failure.
In addition, and of particular relevance given
current concerns about the spread of COVID-19,
recent evidence suggests that sleep is also important for healthy immune function and the ability
to fight off infection.
“From a Soldier lethality perspective, we often
state ‘sleep is ammunition for the brain’, as sleep
is critical for decision making, vigilance and reaction time. When it comes to fighting the common
cold and flu, sleep is your internal body armor
that helps you fight some viruses and disease,”
said Army Col. Deydre Teyhen, commander of
the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research.
The relationship between sleep and infectious
disease is now being explored by researchers
across the world, and several interesting and important findings have been reported. For example, in one study, volunteers without previous
exposure to the common cold were exposed to a
live sample of the virus. Researchers found that
no variable predicted whether a participant
would fall sick better than sleep duration — not
even age or stress level. In other words, those
who habitually slept less were more likely to fall
ill with the cold virus.
In another study conducted by the same
group, a “sleep threshold” was discovered: Individuals who averaged less than seven hours of
sleep per night were found to have a three-fold
greater risk of infection relative to those who averaged eight or more; that rate climbed to a 4 ½fold greater risk for those with less than five
hours of sleep.
Perhaps most surprisingly, it has also been
found that six months after receiving a hepatitis
B vaccination, individuals who slept fewer than
six hours on the night prior to vaccination were
at significant risk of being unprotected compared
to those who had obtained more than seven
hours of sleep.
In addition, there is now limited but exciting
evidence from animal studies suggesting that
sleep not only helps protect against initial infection, it also plays a direct role in aiding recovery
from infectious illness.
Although there have not yet been any studies

in which the relationship between sleep duration
and COVID-19 infection have been studied directly, lessons learned from studying the relationship between sleep duration and other infectious
diseases can readily be generalized to COVID-19.
“Sleep is critical for maintaining physical, cognitive and immunological dominance on and off
the battlefield. Leaders must prioritize sleep as a
valuable asset in maintaining readiness and resilience, especially in the context of multi-domain
operations and increased health risks worldwide
— including those risks associated with exposure
to infectious diseases,” says Army Lt. Col. Vincent Capaldi, director of the Behavioral Biology
branch at WRAIR, responsible for studying the
relationship between sleep, performance and
military effectiveness.
Unfortunately, approximately one in three
American adults do not obtain the American
Academy of Sleep Medicine-recommended 7 or
more hours of sleep per night, a situation that is
estimated to cost the United States economy approximately $411 billion a year due to increased
errors and accidents, lower productivity and increased absenteeism. And the problem is particularly pronounced in the military, where approximately two in three Soldiers average six or fewer
hours of sleep a night.
Research laboratories under the U.S. Army
Medical Research and Development Command
including WRAIR, the U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Disease and U.S.
Army Medical Materiel Development Activity,
are working diligently on a range of solutions to
detect, treat and prevent COVID-19, including a
vaccine.
WRAIR sleep and infectious disease researchers are also jointly exploring the relationship between sleep and immune function — a
natural collaboration since the WRAIR infectious
disease research programs are among the best in
the world, having contributed to the development of many FDA-approved vaccines and every
existing FDA-approved malaria prevention
drug. Furthermore, WRAIR’s world-renowned
sleep and performance research program has
generated several technological and knowledge
products, including wrist actigraphy (a precursor
to current smart watch technology) to reliably
measure and quantify sleep in the field; human

functional brain imaging studies that have furthered scientific understanding of sleep and
sleep loss and the discovery of “sleep banking”:
the finding that extra sleep prior to a mission
with sleep loss blunts the performance decrement and reduces the amount of sleep needed to
fully recover afterwards.
As medical countermeasure development efforts progress, obtaining at least seven hours of
sleep per night in a comfortable, cool, quiet, dark
and safe area, in addition to regular handwashing with soap and water and maintaining a
healthy social distance (6 feet), will continue to
constitute the first line of defense against infection.

Trivia about sleep
WWW.RESTONIC.COM

FORT POLK, La. — Here are a few weird
and wonderful facts about sleep found at
www.restonic.com.
• Whales and dolphins never fully fall
asleep. Half their brain always stays awake
so they can continue to surface breathe.
• The mind incorporates sounds and
smells as people dream. If a person is napping while someone’s cooking lasagna,
they might start dreaming they are dining
at an Italian restaurant.
• Everyone dreams four to seven times
each night. Everyone. Most people forget
90% of their dreams.
• Somniphobia is the fear of sleep.
• Waking up multiple times during the
night is normal. Some studies suggest people wake up as many as eight times
throughout the night as they cycle between
light and deep sleep.
• Falling asleep takes an average of 1020 minutes. Falling asleep too quickly may
be a sign of sleep deprivation.
• More than 80% of people under 30
dream in color.
• Ever fall asleep and wake up with a
sudden jolt seconds later? That action is
called a myoclonic jerk.
Guardian
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Heroes of the battle
Angela (left) and Alex Chopper, Fort
Polk Family members, prepare and
sew masks for first responders, medical professionals and immune compromised citizens amidst the COVID19 crisis in the area.

If you know anyone in
the Fort Polk community going above and
beyond to help during
the COVID-19 crisis
(while maintaining
social distancing
guidelines) let us know
by calling the Guardian
at 531-4033.

CID cautions teleworkers to adhere to IT best practices
USACIDC

QUANTICO, Va. — As the Army community
continues to encourage teleworking, the U.S.
Army Criminal Investigation Command reminds
users about cyber adversaries and the importance of keeping all information on the network
safe.
As telework increases across the Army, network users play an important role in protecting
the Department of Defense Information Network. CID encourages users to follow department-issued guidance and best practices as well
as those developed by the Department of Defense. This information will help ensure users
maintain secure use of common capabilities and
continue to operate effectively during telework
status.
CID officials also remind the Army community that your government furnished equipment is
for official government use only and to be used
only by authorized users. It is important to remind family members the computer is for your
work only and not to be used for other purposes.
Users are encouraged to utilize good practices
such as locking and removing your common access card and maintaining the physical security
of their equipment.
Additional important reminders for government teleworkers:
• The use of government furnished equipment
is the preferred method for connecting to DoD
resources
• Adhere to your organization-specific telework user guidance
• Use your organization’s official connection
services while conducting official business (such
as VPN, MobiKEY, Skype for Business and VidyoDesktop) and log off from connection at the end
of work day or during idle times when you are
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not directly interacting with network resources.
• While connected to the NIPRNet, use of
streaming video/audio and internet access is not
authorized except for official business
• Study and follow the acceptable use policy
for government systems
• Use your organization’s approved communication and collaboration methods for official
business
• Work offline whenever possible
CIDC’s major cybercrime unit continues to
warn the Army community of ongoing coronavirus-themed phishing attacks impersonating
organizations with the end goal of stealing information and delivering malware.
“Cybercriminals are innovative and will take
advantage of current browsing trends to conduct
social engineering attacks,” said Edward
Labarge, director, major cybercrime unit, USACIDC. “We have already seen this with malware infected COVID-19 maps and phishing
emails related to the pandemic.”
Labarge recommends always inspecting the
URL and ensuring you know where the link will
take you, because criminals are disguising themselves in an effort to steal money or sensitive information.
“When conducting research on COVID-19 or
any other topic, you want to ensure you use good
cybersecurity best practices,” he said. “This includes keeping your browser, operating system
and antivirus software up to date. Additionally,
you should never click on an unknown link. You
can check the link by hovering your mouse over
the URL to see where it leads.”
Some trusted sources available for use:
•DAF COVID-19 webpage:
https://www.af.mil/News/Coronavirus-Disease-2019/
• Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

(CDC) COVID-19:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/index.html
• USAF COVID-19 Information Page:
https://www.af.mil/News/Coronavirus-Disease-2019/
• World Health Organization:
https://www.who.int/
Please continue to exercise proper cyber hygiene while utilizing VPN and government computers as well as personal devices.

As of March 26

April is Sexual Assault Awareness and Prevention Month
By RUSSELL TOOF
Army News Service

SEMBACH, Germany — National Sexual Assault Awareness and Prevention Month is observed each year during the month of April to
raise awareness and educate communities on the
prevention of sexual assault.
The Army's 2020 theme is “Building Cohesive
Teams through Character, Trust and Resilience.
Protecting Our People Protects Our Mission.”
“Once you have strength in the structure, your
people and their mission are protected,” said Florence Hare, a nurse practitioner and Sexual Assault medical director/program manager at
Landstuhl Regional Medical Center.
“The Sexual Assault Response Teams build
strong foundations within our military and civilian communities. The trust that is then placed in
them by our service members and civilians allows all their work, their mission, to be accomplished.”
Sexual Assault Awareness Month began in
2001, when the National Sexual Violence Resource Center coordinated the first formally recognized Sexual Assault Awareness Month campaign. It wasn’t until 2009 when President
Barack Obama made the first official proclama-

tion that April was Sexual Assault Awareness
Month.
“SAAPM reminds everyone about the importance of prevention, intervention and recognition
of sexual assault to not only care for a victim, but
more importantly, remove the threat from the
ranks and prevent sexual assault from occurring,” said Hare.
The Sexual Harassment/Assault Response
and Prevention program’s primary mission is to
enhance Army readiness through the prevention
of sexual assault, sexual harassment’, and associated retaliatory behaviors while providing comprehensive response capabilities.
“The most important part for me is the work
we do with victims and their supporters,” said
Julia Armstrong, the Sexual Harassment/Assault
Response and Prevention program manager for
Regional Health Command Europe. “It is important to build relationships with the other professionals who assist victims and to work closely as
the Sexual Assault Response Team. This team develops a holistic support plan to assist victims
throughout the entire process and is built on the
needs of the individual we are helping.”
If you have been a victim of sexual harassment
or
sexual
assault,
you
can
visit
sexualassault.army.mil, Department of Defense

helpline at (877) 995-5247, Fort Polk Garrison
SHARP 531-4656/1549 for help and resources.
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Soldiers punished, separated from Army for UCMJ violations
OSJA

FORT POLK, La. — Across Fort Polk, the following disciplinary issues continue to be prevalent: Sexual assault, driving under the influence,
wrongful use/possession of controlled substances, fraternization, inappropriate relationships, and domestic violence.
At the Joint Readiness Training Center and
Fort Polk, the commanding general and subordinate commanders take good order and discipline
seriously.
Below are recent examples of adverse legal actions for units within the Fort Polk jurisdiction:
A staff sergeant, assigned to United States
Army Medical Department Activity, was issued a
General Officer Memorandum of Reprimand for
driving under the influence of alcohol with a
blood alcohol content of 0.247%, more than three
times the legal limit. The CG directed the GOMOR be placed permanently in the Soldier’s
AMHRR.
A sergeant, assigned to 710th Brigade Support
Battalion, 3rd Brigade Combat Team, 10th Mountain Division (Light), was administratively separated under Chapter 14-12c, with a General (Under Honorable Conditions) characterization of
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service. Generally, this characterization of service results in the loss of a service member’s educational benefits.
A specialist, assigned to 1st Battalion, 509th Infantry Regiment, Operations Group, was administratively separated under Chapter 10,
with an Other Than
Honorable conditions
characterization
of
service, for possessing
and viewing child
pornography. Generally, this characterization
of service results in the
loss of a majority of the
service member’s VA
benefits.
A private first class,
assigned to 2nd Battalion, 2nd Infantry Regiment, 3rd BCT, 10th Mtn
Div, was punished under Article 15 for wrongful
use of a controlled substance, in violation of Article 112a.
The service member was sentenced to a reduction to Pvt., forfeiture of $866 pay for two

months, extra duty for 45 days and restriction for
45 days.
A private first class, assigned to 5th Battalion,
25th Field Artillery Regiment, 3rd BCT, 10th Mtn
Div, was punished under Article 15 for misuse of his government
travel credit card, in violation of Article 92.
The service member
was sentenced to a reduction to PV2, forfeiture of $453 pay, suspended for 180 days;
extra-duty and restriction for 14 days.
A private, assigned
to 2nd Battalion, 4th
Infantry Regiment, 3rd
BCT, 10th Mtn Div,
was administratively
separated under Chapter 14-12c(2), with a General (Under Honorable Conditions) characterization of service for wrongful use of a controlled
substance. Generally, this characterization of
service results in the loss of a service member’s
educational benefits.

Army makes exceptions to promotion policy during COVID-19
By DEVON SUITS
Army News Service

“There are certain
organizations that currently
are not resourced to perform
the AFCT. The Army has
created this exception to
policy to adhere to travel and
training restrictions, along
with ensuring social
distancing”
Sgt. Maj. MARK A. CLARK
Army G-1, directorate of military
personnel management sergeant major
“We gave some latitude to the command
teams, allowing them to be creative on how they
want to assess their Soldiers,” Clark said. “With
all of the different virtual options that command
teams will have access to … it gives the commander the option to do (their promotion
boards) via the internet or in an environment that
supports social distancing.”
In addition to the virtual boards, leaders can
also rely on their battalion command sergeant

ARMY NEWS SERVICE

WASHINGTON — In response to the COVID19 outbreak, the Army has initiated several policy exceptions that will impact enlisted promotion
cycles scheduled until the end of this fiscal year,
unless terminated sooner, G-1 officials announced Tuesday.
Due to the recent restrictions placed on travel
and training, the Army is altering its approach to
semi-centralized promotion boards, along with
changing the training requirements required for
promotion eligibility, said Sgt. Maj. Mark A.
Clark, the Army G-1 directorate of military personnel management sergeant major.
The exception will impact the active-duty and
Army Reserve force, with many of the alterations
taking effect during the May promotion month,
Clark said. The National Guard will produce additional guidance at a later date.
“The overall impact is to protect the force and
preserve readiness,” Clark said. “We are trying to
get ahead and be proactive and creative. We
want commanders and Soldiers to understand
that we’re thinking about what’s best for them
and what’s best for the Army — all at the same
time.”
As the COVID-19 environment continues to
evolve, the Army will continue to review its policy exceptions every 30 days and make any necessary changes. The modifications will be in place
until Sept. 30.
Virtual board
Commanders are now authorized an alternative means to evaluate personnel during a
monthly unit promotion board, Clark said.
With the exception to policy, commanders can
conduct a promotion board within a virtual environment. It will be up to the command team to
determine their proper means of communication,
he added.

Soldiers check their targets on an M-4 range during qualification. While weapons qualifications are not tied to a Soldier's promotion recommendation or pin-on eligibility, a Soldier's weapons qualification score is incorporated during a unit promotion board process.
Until the exception of policy is lifted, a Soldier's promotion points will be based on their
most recent weapons qualification, regardless of when completed
major to make promotion recommendations
based on their “one-on-one interactions with an
eligible Soldier,” Clark added. Battalion command sergeants major can obtain input from
their chain of command or through the noncommissioned officer support channel to make an informed decision about an eligible Soldier.
Professional military education
Starting in May, the Army will temporarily
suspend its professional military education
course requirements for staff sergeants and sergeants first class who need to complete the Advanced Leader Course or Senior Leader Course,
respectively, Clark said.
The temporary suspension of PME will not
waive the PME requirement, Clark said. Soldiers
will still be required to complete the course at a
later date and will be prioritized first in the training pipeline to ensure they meet this training requirement.
“Soldiers who have always been doing the
right thing … by already completing their requisite level of professional military education to
qualify themselves for promotion, will be selected for promotion before (the Soldiers) that have
not completed their professional military education,” he said.
Soldiers who fail to fully qualify themselves
for promotion consideration before reaching their
primary zone could put their careers at risk,
Clark added.
U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command
has distance learning options for Soldiers attending the Basic Leader Course, Master Leader
Course and the Sergeants Major Course, therefore negating a need for an exception to policy
for these respected ranks, Clark said.
For the National Guard only, the force is authorizing the Director, Army National Guard to
determine the appropriate applicability since the

policies on completing PME to qualify for promotion differ. The National Guard will produce
additional guidance at a later date.
Similar to the changes to the active force, the
temporary suspension does not diminish the importance of PME. A Soldier will be required to
complete this training requirement at a later date.
APFT, weapons qualification
The Army Physical Fitness Test will continue
to be a promotion eligibility requirement, officials said. However, Soldiers will be able to use
their last recorded APFT for promotion recommendation and pin-on, regardless of when the
fitness test was administered.
“There are certain organizations that currently
are not resourced to perform the APFT,” Clark
said.
The Army created this exception to policy to
“adhere to the travel restrictions and training restrictions, along with ensuring social distancing.”
The policy exception also prevents Soldiers
from falling off of the promotion standing list because of an expired APFT, Clark said. Further,
commanders cannot flag Soldiers for failing to
take the fitness test during this time.
Soldiers who previously failed the APFT will
remain flagged until they can successfully pass
their fitness evaluation. Additional guidance will
be published at a later date, officials said.
Beyond the APFT, the Army is also providing
the same extension to weapons qualifications,
Clark said. While weapons qualifications are not
tied to a Soldier's promotion recommendation or
pin-on eligibility, a Soldier's weapons qualification score is incorporated during a unit promotion board process.
Until the exception of policy is lifted, a Soldier's promotion points will be based on their
most recent weapons qualification, regardless of
when completed, officials said.
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Soldier-centered approach leads ground modernization efforts
By SEAN KIMMONS
Army News Service

WASHINGTON — Nearly two
years into its largest modernization overhaul in four decades, the
Army looks to continue its momentum of developing new
ground systems centered on input
from Soldiers.
Testifying before the House
Armed Services Committee’s tactical air and land forces subcommittee, the Army’s acquisition chief
told lawmakers Thursday that adequate funding is needed to build
on those efforts.
“The Army’s modernization
program takes time and money,”
said Bruce Jette, assistant secretary
of the Army for acquisition, logistics and technology. “We are working to achieve efficiency wherever
possible and we need sufficient,
predictable, sustained and timely
funding to ensure a successful outcome.”
Realigning funds
In its fiscal year 2021 budget request, the Army has realigned $9
billion to fund its six moderniza-

tion priorities over the next five
fiscal years.
In total, there is now $63 billion
over that period aligned against
those priorities: Long-range precision fires, next-generation combat
vehicle, future vertical lift, the network, air and missile defense and
Soldier lethality.
The realigned funds come after
senior leaders carried out extensive “night court” sessions that led
to the elimination or reduction of
80 programs across the Army.
In the latest budget request, the
top program being canceled is
about $122 million for the Advanced Precision Kill Weapon System, a guidance kit for helicopterlaunched rockets. The largest program reduction is $222 million for
upgrades to Bradley Fighting Vehicles.
The Army intends to replace the
Bradley with the Optionally
Manned Fighting Vehicle. In January, the Army halted its solicitation
for a rapid prototype and now
plans to solicit it again to gain
more interest from industry.
“We’ve made it clear OMFV is
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State of Louisiana. Licenses are renewed by the State Board of Regents every
two years. Licensed institutions have met minimal operational standards set
forth by the state, but licensure does not constitute accreditation, guarantee
the transferability of credit, nor signify that programs are certifiable by any
professional agency or organization. Central Michigan University is accredited
by the Higher Learning Commission (www.hlcommission.org), a regional
accreditation agency recognized by the U.S. Department of Education. CMU, an
AA/EO institution, strongly and actively strives to increase diversity and provide
equal opportunity for all individuals, irrespective of gender identity or sexual
orientation and including but not limited to minorities, females, veterans and
individuals with disabilities. (see http://www.cmich.edu/ocrie). 3897929-1/20
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continuing,” Jette told lawmakers.
“The objective we were pursuing
is unchanged. It’s the methodology by which we’re trying to get
there.”
Jette also thanked Congress for
granting the Army new authorities
to strengthen its acquisition
process.
As a result of the middle-tier acquisition authority, the Army has
been able to rapidly prototype and
accelerates select modernization
efforts. Currently, there are 11 rapid prototyping efforts and one rapid fielding effort, he said.
In addition, the other transaction authority, or OTA, has allowed the Army to attract small
companies and nontraditional
businesses.
In fiscal 2019, the Army awarded 830 agreements valued at

roughly $5 billion, he said.
Jette also credited the unique relationship between his office and
Army Futures Command for
bringing system concepts and designs to life.
“Together they are aligning requirements, development and acquisition expertise with representatives from testing, logistics, science and technology and other important Army communities,” he
said.
The collaboration has quickly
delivered equipment to Soldiers,
such as the Enhanced Night Vision
Goggle-Binocular and the Command Post Computing Environment, a software system that supports mission command.
“And, in both cases, statement

Please see Soldier, page 16

Esper lists top DoD priorities during COVID-19 pandemic
By DAVID VERGUN
Army News Service

“This is not the first
challenge the United
States has ever
faced.”
Gen. MARK A. MILLEY
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of
Staff
World-class researchers at Fort
Detrick, Maryland, and other locations are working with researchers
elsewhere to come up with vaccines,
Esper said, while other DoD efforts
include opening up strategic stockpiles of masks, ventilators and other
equipment to help the American
people.
Testing kits and personal protective equipment are available for
DoD medical workers, he said, but
he acknowledged that there will be
shortages, just as in the civilian sector until the private sector can ramp
up production.
Esper said the department is in
close coordination with allies and

Brian Kearney, research microbiologist, harvests samples of coronavirus in a
Biosafety Level 3 laboratory at the U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases at Fort Detrick, Md. This virus stock will be used to develop models
of infection for coronavirus, as well as diagnostic tests, vaccines and therapeutics.

ARMY NEWS SERVICE

WASHINGTON — Protecting the
Defense
Department’s
people,
maintaining military readiness and
supporting the whole-of-government interagency response are
DoD’s top three priorities amid the
coronavirus pandemic, Defense Secretary Dr. Mark T. Esper said.
Esper, joined by Joint Chiefs of
Staff Chairman Army Gen. Mark A.
Milley and Senior Enlisted Advisor
to the Chairman Ramón “CZ”
Colon-Lopez, conducted a virtual
town hall meeting March 23 to answer questions about DoD’s coronavirus response.
“I've made protecting our people
our top priority,” Esper said, referring to service members, DoD’s
civilian employees and contractors,
and their Families.
Meanwhile, the secretary said,
maintaining mission readiness is
important so DoD can be ready to
fight and win if called upon to do
so.
DoD is “all in” on supporting the
interagency effort to protect the
American people, Esper said, noting
that the department has deployed
thousands of National Guardsmen
in all 50 states, the District of Columbia and four territories.
The Army is deploying field hospitals to major U.S. cities, and the
Navy has deployed the hospital
ship USNS Mercy to Los Angeles,
the secretary said, adding that the
hospital ship USNS Comfort will
soon deploy to New York City.

partners and has even reached out
to Iran to offer assistance in battling
COVID-19.
The secretary also stressed preventive measures people should be
taking to slow the spread of the
virus, such as social distancing,
wiping down surfaces that are
touched and hand washing. The
best and most trusted guidance can
be found on the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention website,
www.cdc.gov, which is updated
regularly, he added.
“This is not the first challenge the
United States has ever faced,” Milley said. “This is not the first war
we’ve ever been in.” As they deal
with the invisible coronavirus enemy, military leaders at all levels are
expected to follow DoD guidance
and to look after their Soldiers,
Sailors, Airmen and Marines, he
added.
Combatant commanders and
leaders at bases and installations
have been delegated with a decision-making authority on matters
such as determining when service
members and their Families can
move to new duty assignments, the
chairman said.
“We will get through this through
solid leadership, caring for our
troops and keeping focus on the
mission,” Milley said.
Colon-Lopez said the mission is
clearly understood and that it’s “a
no-fail mission.” The U.S. military
will be flexible and adaptable to
deal with this challenge, he said.
Guardian
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Army scientists create innovative quantum sensor
ARMY NEWS SERVICE

ADELPHI, Md. — A quantum
sensor could give Soldiers a way to
detect communication signals over
the entire radio frequency spectrum,
from 0 to 100 GHz, said researchers
from the Army.
Such wide spectral coverage by a
single antenna is impossible with a
traditional receiver system, and
would require multiple systems of
individual antennas, amplifiers and
other components.
In 2018, Army scientists were the
first in the world to create a quantum receiver that uses highly excited, super-sensitive atoms — known
as Rydberg atoms — to detect communications signals, said David
Meyer, a scientist at the U.S. Army
Combat Capabilities Development
Command’s Army Research Laboratory.
The researchers calculated the receiver’s channel capacity, or rate of
data transmission, based on fundamental principles and then achieved
that performance experimentally in
their lab — improving on other
groups’ results by orders of magnitude, Meyer said.
“These new sensors can be very
small and virtually undetectable,

giving Soldiers a disruptive advantage,” Meyer said. “Rydberg-atom
based sensors have only recently
been considered for general electric
field sensing applications, including
as a communications receiver. While
Rydberg atoms are known to be
broadly sensitive, a quantitative description of the sensitivity over the
entire operational range has never
been done.”
To assess potential applications,
Army scientists conducted an analysis of the Rydberg sensor’s sensitivity to oscillating electric fields over
an enormous range of frequencies
— from 0 to 10 to 12 Hertz. The results show Rydberg sensors can reliably detect signals over the entire
spectrum and compare favorably
with other established electric field
sensor technologies, such as electrooptic crystals and dipole antennacoupled passive electronics.
“Quantum mechanics allows us
to know the sensor calibration and
ultimate performance to a very high
degree, and it’s identical for every
sensor,” Meyer said. “This result is
an important step in determining
how this system could be used in
the field.”
This work supports the Army’s
modernization priorities in next-

Rydberg atoms are optically excited to Rydberg states that detect
incoming radio frequency fields in this artist’s interpretation.
generation computer networks and
assured position, navigation and
timing, as it could potentially influence novel communications concepts or approaches to detection of
RF signals for geolocation.
In the future, Army scientists will
investigate methods to continue to
improve the sensitivity to detect
even weaker signals and expand detection protocols for more complicated waveforms.

The Journal of Physics B published the research, “Assessment of
Rydberg atoms for wideband electric field sensing,” in its special issue on interacting Rydberg atoms.
Army scientists David H. Meyer,
Kevin C. Cox and Paul D. Kunz led
this research, as well as Zachary A.
Castillo from the University of
Maryland. This work was supported by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.

Soldier
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of need to delivering those capabilities was less
than 18 months,” Gen. John Murray, the AFC
commander, said during the hearing.
The general also noted successful test shots of
the Precision Strike Missile and the ExtendedRange Cannon Artillery, which both aim to greatly extend the range of two key long-range precision fire delivery systems.

GREAT

Save Now On LOW
PRICE
Home Security

MONITORING

ADT 24/7 Monitored
Home Security

PER M O N T H

24/7 monitoring provides peace of mind
Yard sign and window decals help deter crime
Quickly connect to fire and emergency response

May qualify for a homeowners insurance discount

1-844-224-3809

WE’RE AVAILABLE 24/7—CALL TODAY!
BASIC SYSTEM: $99 Parts and Install. 36-Month Monitoring Agreement required at $27.99 per month ($1,007.64). 24-Month Monitoring
Agreement required at $27.99 per month ($671.76) for California. Offer applies to homeowners only. Basic system requires landline phone.
Offer valid for new ADT Authorized Premier Provider customers only and not on purchases from ADT LLC. Cannot be combined with any other
offer. The $27.99 Offer does not include Quality Service Plan (QSP), ADT’s Extended Limited Warranty. GENERAL: For all offers, the form of
payment must be by credit card or electronic charge to your checking or savings account, satisfactory credit history is required and termination
fee applies. Certain packages require approved landline phone. Local permit fees may be required. Certain restrictions may apply. Additional
monitoring fees required for some services. For example, Burglary, Fire, Carbon Monoxide and Emergency Alert monitoring requires purchase
and/or activation of an ADT security system with monitored Burglary, Fire, Carbon Monoxide and Emergency Alert devices and are an additional
charge. Additional equipment may be purchased for an additional charge. Additional charges may apply in areas that require guard response
service for municipal alarm verification. Prices subject to change. Prices may vary by market. Some insurance companies offer discounts on
Homeowner’s Insurance. Please consult your insurance company. Photos are for illustrative purposes only and may not reflect the exact product/
service actually provided. Licenses: AL-19-001104, AR-CMPY.0001725 AZ-ROC217517, CA-ACO6320, CT-ELC.0193944-L5, DC-EMS902653,
DC-602516000016, DE-07-212, FL-EC13003427, EC13003401, GA-LVA205395, IA-AS-0206, ID-ELE-SJ-39131, IL-127.001042, IN-C.P.D. Reg.
No. – 19-08088, City of Indianapolis: LAC-000156, KY-City of Louisville: 483, LA-F1914, LA-F1915, LA-F1082, MA-1355C, MD-107-1626,
ME-LM50017382, MI-3601205773, MN-TS01807, MO-City of St. Louis: CC#354, St. Louis County: 95091, MS-15007958, MT-PSP-ELS-LIC-247,
NC-25310-SP-FA/LV, NC-1622-CSA, NE-14451, NJ Burglar Alarm Lic. # -NJ-34BF00021800, NM-353366, NV-0068518, City of Las Vegas:
3000008296, NY-Licensed by the N.Y.S. Department of State UID#12000317691, NYS #12000286451, OH-53891446, City of Cincinnati: AC86,
OK-AC1048, OR-170997, Pennsylvania Home Improvement Contractor Registration Number: PA022999, RI-3582, RI-7508, SC-BAC5630, SD1025-7001-ET, TN-1520, TX-B13734, ACR-3492, UT-6422596-6501, VA-115120, VT-ES-2382(7C), WA-602588694/ECPROTEYH934RS, WI-City
of Milwaukee: PAS-0002790, WV-WV042433, WY-LV-G-21499. 3750 Priority Way South Dr. Indianapolis, IN 46240 ©2017 DEFENDERS, Inc. dba
Protect Your Home
DF-CD-NP-Q120
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Soldier-centered approach
The Army has also relied on Soldiers to play a
larger role in developing new equipment.
“In all of our efforts we are leveraging a Soldier-centered design approach to delivering capability, putting Soldiers at the center of our production,” Murray said.
Before, Soldiers typically did not see a new

246 Keyser Avenue, Natchitoches, LA

318-238-4050
Tax Problems: RESOLVED
There are many ways we can tackle IRS or State tax relief together:
4Tax Levies & Liens Release

4Resolve Back Taxes

4Wage Garnishment
Release

4Payroll Tax Negotiation

4Stop Penalties and Interest

4Tax Preparation &
Bookkeeping Services

piece of equipment until a limited user test.
“And it usually didn't fare well because we
didn’t have Soldiers involved from the front,” he
said. “So that has become a standard principle
for everything.”
Soldiers, he said, have been heavily involved
with the next-generation squad weapon, as companies vie to replace the M4 carbine and M249
squad automatic weapon.
The Integrated Visual Augmentation System,
or IVAS, has been another success of Soldier
feedback. Murray said there has already been
more than 6,000 hours of Soldier touch points
that have helped engineers make modifications
to the system.
“Within this approach, we are committed to
learning early and learning often,” he said. “This
means focusing on characteristics and working
with industry and our Soldiers to make sure that
when we do write requirements, we get them
right the first time.”

Donate A Boat
or Car Today!

4Tax Debt Negotiation &
Settlement

“They stopped my garnishments in less than 2 days after hiring them. This saved me $84,276 with the IRS and $13,500
with the state of California. They saved my emotional and financial well-being.”
- Wage Garnishment Client
Call us now for your FREE tax consultation & evaluation:

888-683-4714

ACCREDITED
BUSINESS
®

A+

Rating

Anthem offers a money-back guarantee designed to help you avoid wasting money on ineffective tax services. We
will gather as much information from you as necessary and work with tax authorities to give you the best chance of
reducing your tax debt. If for any reason that does not work out, and the government notifies us they refuse to reduce
your overall tax liability or monthly payments by any amount, we will gladly refund you the fees you paid for our services
in trying to reduce that debt. Money Back Guarantee does not apply to Bookkeeping and Tax Preparation Services.

“2-Night Free Vacation!”

800 - 700 - BOAT
(2628)
(2628)

w w w.boatangel.com

sponsored by boat angel outreach centers
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FOR SALE

STATEWIDES

18X80 MOBILE HOME,
$8000 negotiable. 2017
HIGHLANDER, payoff,
non-negotiable. 2015 NISSAN FRONTIER, payoff,
non-negotiable. Contact Ed
White, 337-378-2101, if no
answer, leave message. PCSing.

APPLYING FOR SOCIAL SECURITY Disability or Appealing a
Denied Claim? Call Bill
Gordon & Assoc., Social
Security Disability Attorneys,
1-844-883-2045
FREE Consultations. Local
Attorneys
Nationwide
[Mail: 2420 N St NW,
Washington DC. Office:
Broward Co. (TX/NM
Bar)] (LA-SCAN)

FOR RENT
4 BEDROOM HOUSE
IN DERIDDER to share
the rent. I am looking for a
reliable person to share the
rent. You will pay no more
than $550 a month. Please
call 337-396-1832 for more
information.

REAL ESTATE
NOTICE: All real estate
advertised in this newspaper is subject to the Federal
Fair Housing Act of 1968,
which makes it illegal to
advertise any preference,
limitation or discrimination. The Guardian will not
knowingly accept any advertisement for real estate,
which is in violation of the
law. All dwellings advertised in this newspaper are
available on an equal opportunity basis.

GET THE EDUCATION
YOU need for a career in
Healthcare from Ultimate
Medical Academy. Call and
1. 1-866-746-4143 (LASCAN)
TRAIN AT HOME TO

DO MEDICAL BILLING.
Become a Medical Office
Professional online at CTI!
Get Trained, Certified &
ready to work in months.
Call 1-866-350-4447. (M-F
8am-6pm ET) (LA-SCAN)
BECOME
A
PUBLISHED AUTHOR. We
want to Read Your Book!
Dorrance
PublishingTrusted by Authors Since
1920 Book manuscript submissions currently being
reviewed. Comprehensive
Services Consultation, Production, Promotion and
Distribution Call for your
FREE Author’s Guide 1866-593-1492 or visit
http://dorranceinfo.com/lapress (LA-SCAN)
HAVE 10K IN DEBT?
Credit Cards. Medical

Anyone knowing the
whereabouts of SONYA L.
JACKSON, A/KIA KELYCE
DOMINQUE JACKSON,
please contact the office of
attorney Mary K. “Katie”
Beaird 303 East Texas Street,
Leesville LA 71146, or phone
(337)-944-0299.

Bills. Personal Loans. Be
Debt Free in 24-48 Months.
Call NATIONAL DEBT
RELIEF! Know Your Options. Get a FREE debt relief
quote;
Call
1-844-290-9978 (LA-SCAN)
OVER $10K IN DEBT?
Be debt free in 24-48
months. No upfront fees to
enroll. A+ BBB rated. Call
National Debt Relief 1877-327-5302 (LA-SCAN)
PROBLEM
CREDIT
REPORT? LEXINGTON
Law helps works to challenge inaccurate negative
items including identity
theft, collections, late payments, liens and more from
your credit report. Call for
a free credit repair consultation: 1-877-804-2354.
John C. Heath, Attorney at
Law, PLLC, dba Lexington
Law Firm (LA-SCAN)
SAVE YOUR HOME!
ARE you behind paying
your MORTGAGE? Denied a Loan Modification?

REPAIRS,
REMODELING
& PAINTING

Residential or Commercial
Small jobs welcomed.
When your time is tight,
call on us!

M ORRIS T EAM

R EALTY LLC
337-239-3885
or 337-424-9522

Threatened with FORECLOSURE? Call the
Homeowner’s Relief Line
now for HELP! 1-866-4701641 (LA-SCAN)
DIRECTV SATELLITE
TV SERVICE at $59.99
per month! 1 YEAR
PRICE LOCK! 155+
Channels available. Call
NOW to get the MOST
SPORTS on TV! 1-888498-4312 (LA-SCAN)
HUGHESNET SATELLITE
INTERNET
25MBPS starting at $49.99
per month! Get More Data
FREE Off-Peak Data.
FAST download speeds.
Wi-Fi built in! FREE Standard Installation for lease
customers! Limited Time,
call 1-844-253-8788 (LASCAN)

EXTENDED
STAY

Fully furnished, Jacuzzi,
TV cable & internet,
quiet location.

UNFURNISHED
HOUSES &
APARTMENTS
for lease.

OFFICE &
RETAIL UNITS
for lease.

M ORRIS T EAM
R EALTY LLC

337-239-3885

SAVE BIG ON HOME
INSURANCE! Compare
20 A-Rated insurance companies. Get a quote within
minutes. Average savings
of $444/year! Call 877533-3917 (Monday-Friday
8am-8pm Central) (LASCAN)
STAY IN YOUR HOME
longer with an American
Standard Walk-In Bathtub.
Receive up to $1,500 off,
including a free toilet, and
a lifetime warranty on the
tub and installation! Call us
at 1-877-318-1753 or visit
www.walkintubquote.com/
LA (LA-SCAN)
TWO GREAT NEW OFFERS from AT&T Wireless! Ask how to get the
Next Generation Samsung
Galaxy FREE. FREE

NOW LEASING
RAILWAY

OFFICE/RETAIL SUITES
Suite
#300
#301
#302
#306
#308
#309
#311
#313

Sq. Ft.
110
345
906
132
659
257
259
305

Rent
$160
$230
$530
$190
$390
$200
$200
$230

CAN BE COMBINED FOR LARGER UNIT,
UTILITIES INCLUDED IN ABOVE IN
LEESVILLE, CLOSE TO FT. POLK

#1
#2
#3
#4

Also Available:

1227
297
264
336

$1030
$250
$220
$280

Units may be combined
Six Month and Up Lease Terms

337-239-3885
Morris Team Realty, LLC

HUNTING & FISHING LICENSE
ARCHERY PRO-SHOP
Starting at:

$340

FINA
AVAILNACBING
LE!

Qualified personnel at special prices!
ARCHERY PRO SHOP
AR & AK accessories FFL transfers
P: (337)537-1756 1074 ENTRANCE RD.
F: (337)537-2579 LEESVILLE, LA 71446

WWW.STARGUNANDARCHERY.COM
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iPhone with AT&T’s Buy
One, Give One. While supplies last! 1-866-429-3991
or
www.freephonesnow.com/LA (LA-SCAN)
VIASAT SATELLITE INTERNET UP to 12 mbps
Plans Starting at $30 per
month. Our Fastest Speeds
(up to 50mbps) & Unlimited
Data Plans start at $100 per
month. Call Viasat today! 1855-801-0860 (LA-SCAN)
ARTHRITIS,
COPD,
JOINT PAIN or Mobility
Issues on the Stairs?

**STOP STRUGGLING**
Give Your Life A Lift! An
Acorn Stairlift is a perfect
solution! A BBB Rating.
Call now for $250 OFF your
purchase. FREE DVD &
brochure 1-877-839-5197
(LA-SCAN)
ATTENTION: OXYGEN
USERS! THE NEW Inogen One G5. 1-6 flow settings. Designed for 24-hour
oxygen use. Compact and
Lightweight. Get a FREE
Info kit today. 1-855-8749438 (LA-SCAN)

ATTENTION: OXYGEN
USERS! GAIN freedom
with a Portable Oxygen
Concentrator! No more
heavy tanks and refills!
Guaranteed Lowest Prices!
Call Oxygen Concentrator
Store:
1-855-382-4168
(LA-SCAN)

MEDICAL-GRADE
HEARING AIDS FOR
LESS THAN $200! FDARegistered. Crisp, clear
sound, state of the art features & no audiologist
needed. Try it RISK FREE
for 45 Days! Call 1-866790-0710 (LA-SCAN)

STAY IN YOUR HOME
longer with an American
Standard Walk-In Bathtub.
Receive up to $1,500 off,
including free toilet, and
lifetime warranty on the tub
and installation! Call 1877-318-1753 or visit
www.walkintubquote.com/
LA (LA-SCAN)
VIAGRA AND CIALIS
USERS! 50 Pills SPECIAL
$99.00 FREE Shipping!
100% guaranteed. CALL
NOW! 1-855-403-6345
(LA-SCAN)
ELIMINATE GUTTER
CLEANING FOREVER
with LeafFilter, the most
advanced debris blocking
gutter protection. Schedule
a FREE LeafFilter estimate
today. Call 1-866-846-0785
(LA-SCAN)
AT&T
INTERNET
STARTING AT $40 per
month with 12-month
agreement. Includes 1 TB
of data per month. Get
More For Your High Speed
Internet. Ask us how to
bundle and SAVE! Geo 7
service restrictions apply.
Call us today 1-866-3691097
or
visit
www.more4yourthing.com/
LA (LA-SCAN)
DIRECTV NOW! NO
SATELLITE Needed! $40
per month. 65 Channels.
Stream Breaking News,
Live Events, Sports & On
Demand Titles. No Annual
Contract. No Commitment.
Call 1-855-920-9336 (LASCAN)
DISH TV $59.99 FOR 190
Channels $14.95 High
Speed Internet. FREE Installation Smart HD DVR
Included, FREE Voice Remote. Some restrictions
apply. Call 1-855-721-4040
(LA-SCAN)

EARTHLINK
HIGH
SPEED INTERNET. As
Low As $14.95 per month
(for the first 3 months) Reliable High-Speed Fiber
Optic Technology. Stream
Videos, Music and More!
Call Earthlink Today! 1866-794-6858 (LA-SCAN)
HUGHESNET SATELLITE INTERNET FOR
BUSINESS! 25mbps for
just $69.99 per month! Get
More Data! FREE OffPeak Data. Built In Wi-Fi
for wireless devices. FREE
Standard Installation! Call
1-877-573-7981 (LA-SCAN)
NEED NEW FLOORING? CALL Empire
Today to schedule a FREE
in-home estimate on Carpeting & Flooring. Call
Today! 1-844-275-9869
(LA-SCAN)
SWITCH AND SAVE!
ONLY $35 per month! Select All Included Package.
155 Channels. 1000’s of
Shows and Movies On-Demand. Free Genie HD
DVR Upgrade. Premium
movie channels, FREE for
3 months 1-866-734-0452
(LA-SCAN)
AUTO
INSURANCE
STARTING AT $49 PER
MONTH! Call 1-844-4304651for your free rate comparison to see how much
you can save! (LA-SCAN)
DENTAL INSURANCE
FROM PHYSICIANS
Mutual Insurance Company. NOT just a discount
plan, REAL coverage for
(350) procedures. Call 1855-268-0108 for details.
www.dental50plus.com/mo
rning 6118-0219 (LASCAN)

FDA-REGISTERED
HEARING AIDS. 100%
Risk Free! 45-Day Home
Trial. Comfort Fit. Crisp
Clear Sound. If you decide
to keep it, PAY ONLY $299
per hearing aid. FREE
Shipping! Call Hearing
Help Express 1-855-9935744 (LA-SCAN)
MOBILEHELP, AMERICA’S PREMIER MOBILE
Medical Alert
System. Whether you’re
home or away. For safety
and peace of mind. NO
LONG TERM CONTRACTS! Free Brochure!
Call Today! 1-855-4110949 (LA-SCAN)
PORTABLE OXYGEN
C O N C E N T R AT O R
MAY Be Covered by
Medicare! Reclaim Independence and mobility
with the compact design
and long-lasting battery of
Inogen One. For a FREE
information kit call 1-855636-1667 (LA-SCAN)
BECOME
A
PUBLISHED AUTHOR! We
edit, print and distribute
your work internationally.
We do the work; you reap
the REWARDS! Call for a
FREE Author’s Submission Kit. 1-877-287-9291
(LA-SCAN)
BECOME
A
PUBLISHED AUTHOR! Publication sold at all major
secular & specialty Christian bookstores. Call Christian Faith Publishing for
your FREE author submission kit. 1-877-497-3255
(LA-SCAN)
DONATE YOUR CAR
TRUCK OR BOAT TO
HERITAGE FOR THE
BLIND. FREE 3 Day Vacation, Tax Deductible,
Free Towing. All Paper-

T-BOY’S CRAWFISH
19479 LAKE CHARLES HWY
(BETWEEN ROSEPINE & DERIDDER)

DRIVE-THRU, DINE-IN
R DINING
AND OUTDOOR

WE’RE OPEN

Thursday & Friday:

4pm to 8:30pm

Saturday & Sunday:

Noon – 8:30pm

337-375-4884
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BRING YOUR OWN BEER

work Taken Care Of. Call
1-844-605-9298
(LASCAN)
INVENTORS - FREE
INFORMATION PACKAGE have your product
idea developed affordably
by the Research & Development pros and presented
to manufacturers. Call 1855-408-2156 for a Free
Idea Starter Guide. Submit
your idea for a free consultation. (LA-SCAN)
LIFE INSURANCE UP
TO $15,000 of GUARANTEED Life Insurance! No
Medical Exam or Health
Questions. Cash to help
pay funeral and other final
expenses. Call Physicians
Life Insurance Company 1877-535-2381 or visit
www.Life55plus.info/louisi
ana (LA-SCAN)
MEET
SINGLES
RIGHT NOW! No paid
operators, just real people
like you! Browse greetings,
exchange messages and
connect live. TRY it FREE.
Call
1-866-233-2480
NOW! (LA-SCAN)
VIAGRA AND CIALIS
USERS! Cut your drug
costs! SAVE $Money! 50
Pills for $99. FREE Shipping! 100% Guaranteed
and Discreet. Call 1-866565-8358 (LA-SCAN)
APPLYING FOR SOCIAL SECURITY Disability or Appealing a
Denied Claim? Call Bill
Gordon & Assoc., Social
Security Disability Attorneys,
1-844-883-2045
FREE Consultations. Local
Attorneys
Nationwide
[Mail: 2420 N St NW,
Washington DC. Office:
Broward Co. (TX/NM
Bar)] (LA-SCAN)
GET THE EDUCATION
YOU need for a career in
Healthcare from Ultimate
Medical Academy. Call and
1. 1-866-746-4143 (LASCAN)

Trusted by Authors Since
1920 Book manuscript submissions currently being
reviewed. Comprehensive
Services Consultation, Production, Promotion and
Distribution Call for your
FREE Author’s Guide 1866-593-1492 or visit
http://dorranceinfo.com/lapress (LA-SCAN)
HAVE 10K IN DEBT?
Credit Cards. Medical
Bills. Personal Loans. Be
Debt Free in 24-48 Months.
Call NATIONAL DEBT
RELIEF! Know Your Options. Get a FREE debt relief
quote;
Call
1-844-290-9978 (LA-SCAN)
OVER $10K IN DEBT?
Be debt free in 24-48
months. No upfront fees to
enroll. A+ BBB rated. Call
National Debt Relief 1877-327-5302 (LA-SCAN)
PROBLEM
CREDIT
REPORT? LEXINGTON
Law helps works to challenge inaccurate negative
items including identity
theft, collections, late payments, liens and more from
your credit report. Call for
a free credit repair consultation: 1-877-804-2354.
John C. Heath, Attorney at
Law, PLLC, dba Lexington
Law Firm (LA-SCAN)
SAVE YOUR HOME!
ARE you behind paying
your MORTGAGE? Denied a Loan Modification?
Threatened with FORECLOSURE? Call the
Homeowner’s Relief Line
now for HELP! 1-866-4701641 (LA-SCAN)
DIRECTV SATELLITE
TV SERVICE at $59.99
per month! 1 YEAR
PRICE LOCK! 155+
Channels available. Call
NOW to get the MOST
SPORTS on TV! 1-888498-4312 (LA-SCAN)

TRAIN AT HOME TO
DO MEDICAL BILLING.
Become a Medical Office
Professional online at CTI!
Get Trained, Certified &
ready to work in months.
Call 1-866-350-4447. (M-F
8am-6pm ET) (LA-SCAN)

HUGHESNET SATELLITE
INTERNET
25MBPS starting at $49.99
per month! Get More Data
FREE Off-Peak Data.
FAST download speeds.
Wi-Fi built in! FREE Standard Installation for lease
customers! Limited Time,
call 1-844-253-8788 (LASCAN)

BECOME
A
PUBLISHED AUTHOR. We
want to Read Your Book!
Dorrance
Publishing-

SAVE BIG ON HOME
INSURANCE! Compare
20 A-Rated insurance companies. Get a quote within

minutes. Average savings
of $444/year! Call 877533-3917 (Monday-Friday
8am-8pm Central) (LASCAN)
STAY IN YOUR HOME
longer with an American
Standard Walk-In Bathtub.
Receive up to $1,500 off,
including a free toilet, and
a lifetime warranty on the
tub and installation! Call us
at 1-877-318-1753 or visit
www.walkintubquote.com/
LA (LA-SCAN)
TWO GREAT NEW OFFERS from AT&T Wireless! Ask how to get the
Next Generation Samsung
Galaxy FREE. FREE
iPhone with AT&T’s Buy
One, Give One. While supplies last! 1-866-429-3991
or
www.freephonesnow.com/LA (LA-SCAN)
VIASAT SATELLITE INTERNET UP to 12 mbps
Plans Starting at $30 per
month. Our Fastest Speeds
(up to 50mbps) & Unlimited
Data Plans start at $100 per
month. Call Viasat today! 1855-801-0860 (LA-SCAN)
ARTHRITIS,
COPD,
JOINT PAIN or Mobility
Issues on the Stairs?
**STOP STRUGGLING**
Give Your Life A Lift! An
Acorn Stairlift is a perfect
solution! A BBB Rating.
Call now for $250 OFF your
purchase. FREE DVD &
brochure 1-877-839-5197
(LA-SCAN)
ATTENTION: OXYGEN
USERS! THE NEW Inogen One G5. 1-6 flow settings. Designed for 24-hour
oxygen use. Compact and
Lightweight. Get a FREE
Info kit today. 1-855-8749438 (LA-SCAN)
ATTENTION: OXYGEN
USERS! GAIN freedom
with a Portable Oxygen
Concentrator! No more
heavy tanks and refills!
Guaranteed Lowest Prices!
Call Oxygen Concentrator
Store:
1-855-382-4168
(LA-SCAN)
MEDICAL-GRADE
HEARING AIDS FOR
LESS THAN $200! FDARegistered. Crisp, clear
sound, state of the art features & no audiologist
needed. Try it RISK FREE
for 45 Days! Call 1-866790-0710 (LA-SCAN)
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Tradin’ Post Ads

Deadline For All Classified
Ads Is Noon Tuesday
Turn in ads to the
Public Affairs Office,
Bldg. 4919, Magnolia Dr.
or fax to: 318-352-3667
or email to
tradingpostads@yahoo.com
Visa

Mastercard
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STAY IN YOUR HOME
longer with an American
Standard Walk-In Bathtub.
Receive up to $1,500 off,
including free toilet, and
lifetime warranty on the tub
and installation! Call 1877-318-1753 or visit
www.walkintubquote.com/
LA (LA-SCAN)
VIAGRA AND CIALIS
USERS! 50 Pills SPECIAL
$99.00 FREE Shipping!
100% guaranteed. CALL
NOW! 1-855-403-6345
(LA-SCAN)
ELIMINATE GUTTER
CLEANING FOREVER
with LeafFilter, the most
advanced debris blocking
gutter protection. Schedule
a FREE LeafFilter estimate
today. Call 1-866-846-0785
(LA-SCAN)
AT&T
INTERNET
STARTING AT $40 per
month with 12-month
agreement. Includes 1 TB
of data per month. Get
More For Your High Speed
Internet. Ask us how to
bundle and SAVE! Geo 7
service restrictions apply.
Call us today 1-866-3691097
or
visit
www.more4yourthing.com/
LA (LA-SCAN)
DIRECTV NOW! NO
SATELLITE Needed! $40
per month. 65 Channels.
Stream Breaking News,
Live Events, Sports & On
Demand Titles. No Annual
Contract. No Commitment.
Call 1-855-920-9336 (LASCAN)
DISH TV $59.99 FOR 190
Channels $14.95 High
Speed Internet. FREE Installation Smart HD DVR
Included, FREE Voice Remote. Some restrictions
apply. Call 1-855-721-4040
(LA-SCAN)
EARTHLINK
HIGH
SPEED INTERNET. As
Low As $14.95 per month
(for the first 3 months) Reliable High-Speed Fiber

Optic Technology. Stream
Videos, Music and More!
Call Earthlink Today! 1866-794-6858 (LA-SCAN)
HUGHESNET SATELLITE INTERNET FOR
BUSINESS! 25mbps for
just $69.99 per month! Get
More Data! FREE OffPeak Data. Built In Wi-Fi
for wireless devices. FREE
Standard Installation! Call
1-877-573-7981 (LA-SCAN)
NEED NEW FLOORING? CALL Empire
Today to schedule a FREE
in-home estimate on Carpeting & Flooring. Call
Today! 1-844-275-9869
(LA-SCAN)
SWITCH AND SAVE!
ONLY $35 per month! Select All Included Package.
155 Channels. 1000’s of
Shows and Movies On-Demand. Free Genie HD
DVR Upgrade. Premium
movie channels, FREE for
3 months 1-866-734-0452
(LA-SCAN)
AUTO
INSURANCE
STARTING AT $49 PER
MONTH! Call 1-844-4304651for your free rate comparison to see how much
you can save! (LA-SCAN)
DENTAL INSURANCE
FROM PHYSICIANS
Mutual Insurance Company. NOT just a discount
plan, REAL coverage for
(350) procedures. Call 1855-268-0108 for details.
www.dental50plus.com/mo
rning 6118-0219 (LASCAN)
FDA-REGISTERED
HEARING AIDS. 100%
Risk Free! 45-Day Home
Trial. Comfort Fit. Crisp
Clear Sound. If you decide
to keep it, PAY ONLY $299
per hearing aid. FREE
Shipping! Call Hearing
Help Express 1-855-9935744 (LA-SCAN)

MOBILEHELP, AMERICA’S PREMIER MOBILE
Medical Alert
System. Whether you’re
home or away. For safety
and peace of mind. NO
LONG TERM CONTRACTS! Free Brochure!
Call Today! 1-855-4110949 (LA-SCAN)
PORTABLE OXYGEN
C O N C E N T R AT O R
MAY Be Covered by
Medicare! Reclaim Independence and mobility
with the compact design
and long-lasting battery of
Inogen One. For a FREE
information kit call 1-855636-1667 (LA-SCAN)
BECOME
A
PUBLISHED AUTHOR! We
edit, print and distribute
your work internationally.
We do the work; you reap
the REWARDS! Call for a
FREE Author’s Submission Kit. 1-877-287-9291
(LA-SCAN)
BECOME
A
PUBLISHED AUTHOR! Publication sold at all major
secular & specialty Christian bookstores. Call Christian Faith Publishing for
your FREE author submission kit. 1-877-497-3255
(LA-SCAN)
DONATE YOUR CAR
TRUCK OR BOAT TO
HERITAGE FOR THE
BLIND. FREE 3 Day Vacation, Tax Deductible,
Free Towing. All Paperwork Taken Care Of. Call
1-844-605-9298
(LASCAN)
INVENTORS - FREE
INFORMATION PACKAGE have your product
idea developed affordably
by the Research & Development pros and presented
to manufacturers. Call 1855-408-2156 for a Free
Idea Starter Guide. Submit
your idea for a free consultation. (LA-SCAN)
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Pickup Your Copy of the Fort Polk
Guardian at these off-base locations:
LEESVILLE:

ENTRANCE ROAD :

DERIDDER :

Walmart

Sycamore Point Apartments

Barksdale Credit Union

Timber Ridge Apartments

Ivan Smith Furniture

Star Pawn

DeRidder City Hall

McDonalds

DeRidder Library

Vernon Parish Library

Exxon - Entrance Rd.

Chamber of Commerce

Merchants & Farmers Bank

Benoite Dodge

Beauregard Tourist Commission

Walgreens
Market Basket
VFW Post #3106
American Legion Post #145

(Main Branch - South 5th street)

VFW Post #3619 (Hwy 26)

ERA- Realty

Walmart

McDonalds- Leesville
Barksdale Credit Union-Leesville
Byrd Hospital
Morris Team Realty
Hixson Dealership
Alford Motors
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Walgreens
Morris Team Realty

